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Right here, we have countless book The Castles Of South West
Wales and collections to check out. We additionally present
variant types and as a consequence type of the books to browse.
The customary book, fiction, history, novel, scientific research, as
skillfully as various supplementary sorts of books are readily easy
to use here.
As this The Castles Of South West Wales , it ends occurring
creature one of the favored book The Castles Of South West
Wales collections that we have. This is why you remain in the best
website to look the amazing book to have.

Castles of South Wales Chris S. Stephens 2010
A brief guide to the castles of
south Wales.
Y Cymmrodor - Thomas Powel
1890
Castles and Fortifications of
Wales - Alan Phillips 2011
Wales, a small country, is
littered with the relics of war –
Iron Age forts, Roman ruins,
medieval castles and the
coastal forts of the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries. The
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most ambitious fortifications in
Wales were built during the
reign of Edward I. They were
not only erected to deter
invaders, but also to control
the frequent Welsh uprisings.
The next wave of construction
began in the eighteenth
century, when a number of
forts and gun emplacements
were built, mostly in South
Wales, to deter a seaborne
invasion. The twentieth century
introduced a new mode of
defence, especially during the
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two world wars, in the form of
pillboxes, tank traps and gun
emplacements. The various
airfields constructed were the
most visible form of defence
and could be regarded as the
castles of the period. During
the Cold War era, a new type of
structure appeared throughout
Wales. These were the
reinforced concrete bunkers
built to protect military and
governmental departments and
to withstand a nuclear blast.
The country contains examples
of military architecture from
every century from the Iron
Age to the present day. In
Castles and Fortifications of
Wales, historian Alan Phillips
proves a compelling guide to
the nation's martial past.
The Medieval Castles of
Wales - John Kenyon
2010-10-01
The purpose of the book is to
give visitors to the medieval
castles of Wales a concise but
informative description of the
main publicly accessible sites
in a convenient format. An
introductory chapter outlines
the development of castle
architecture in Britain, drawing
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on Welsh examples, with a
number of ‘box features’ that
elaborate more fully on
particular aspects, such as
gatehouses, or key
personalities such as Llywelyn
Fawr. Five chapters form a
regionally based gazetteer of
the castles described. Each
entry is prefaced with a key to
arrangements at each castle,
such as whether there is an
entry charge. The know history
of any given site is then
summarized, and this is then
followed by the core of each
entry, namely the description
of the visible remains, to
enable visitors to navigate their
way around. Some of the
descriptions of the larger sites
are accompanied by plans. A
final chapter provides a brief
overview of castle-like
buildings dating from the
seventeenth century onwards,
and this is followed by a guide
to further reading.
West Wales Historical
Records - Francis Green 1913
List of members.
Understanding the Castle
Ruins of England and Wales Lise Hull 2016-03-01
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Medieval castles were not just
showcases for the royal and
powerful, they were also the
centerpieces of many people's
daily lives. A travel guide as
well as a historical text, this
volume looks at castles not just
as ruined buildings, but as part
of the cultural and scenic
landscape. The 88 photographs
illustrate the different
architectural concepts and
castle features discussed in the
text. The book includes
glossaries of terminology, an
appendix listing all the castles
mentioned and their locations,
notes, bibliography and index.
Beacons in the Landscape Ian Brown 2009-07-20
Of all Britain's great
archaeological monuments the
Iron Age hillforts have
arguably had the most
profound impact on the
landscape, if only because
there are so many; yet we
know very little about them.
Were they recognised as being
something special by those who
created them or is the 'hillfort'
purely an archaeologists'
'construct'? How were they
constructed, who lived in them
the-castles-of-south-west-wales

and to what uses were they
put? This book, which is richly
illustrated with photography of
sites throughout England and
Wales, addresses these and
many other questions. After
discussing the difficult issue of
definition and the great
excavations on which our
knowledge is based, Ian Brown
investigates in turn hillforts'
origins, their architecture, and
the role they played in Iron Age
society. He also discusses the
latest theories about their
location, social significance
and chronology. The book
provides a valuable synthesis of
the rich vein of research
carried out in Britain on
hillforts over the last thirty
years. Hillforts' great
variability poses many
problems, and this book should
help guide both the specialist
and non-specialist alike though
the complex literature.
Furthermore, it has an
important conservation
objective. Land use in the
modern era has not been kind
to these monuments, with a
significant number either
disfigured or lost. Public
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consciousness of their
importance needs raising if
their management is to be
improved and their future
assured.
Annual Report - Historical
Association (Great Britain)
1921
‘A Storme Out of Wales’ Robert Matthews 2011-11-15
The Second Civil War (1648)
began in south Wales. The
present study is the first
detailed contextual narrative
and analysis of the revolt in
Wales, covering the originating
mutiny at Pembroke Castle, its
development into a rebellion
that spread through south
Wales, the Battle of St. Fagans
(the biggest battle ever fought
in Wales), and Cromwell's
successful Welsh campaign
involving the sieges of
Chepstow, Tenby and
Pembroke. The consequences
of the revolt, involving the
emergence of new local...
The Early Norman Castles of
the British Isles (Illustrations) Ella S. Armitage 2015-04-03
Example in this ebook The
study of earthworks has been
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one of the most neglected
subjects in English archæology
until quite recent years. It may
even be said that during the
first half of the 19th century,
less attention was paid to
earthworks than by our older
topographical writers. Leland,
in the reign of Henry VIII.,
never failed to notice the
“Dikes and Hilles, which were
Campes of Men of Warre,” nor
the “Hilles of Yerth cast up like
the Dungeon of sum olde
Castelle,” which he saw in his
pilgrimages through England.
And many of our 17th- and
18th-century topographers
have left us invaluable notices
of earthworks which were
extant in their time. But if we
turn over the archæological
journals of some fifty years
ago, we shall be struck by the
paucity of papers on
earthworks, and especially by
the complete ignoring, in most
cases, of those connected with
castles. The misfortune
attending this neglect, was that
it left the ground open to
individual fancy, and each
observer formed his own
theory of the earthworks which
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he happened to have seen, and
as often as not, stated that
theory as a fact. We need not
be surprised to find Camden
doing this, as he wrote before
the dawn of scientific
observation; but that such
methods should have been
carried on until late in the 19th
century is little to the credit of
English archæology. Mr Clark’s
work on Mediæval Military
Architecture (published in
1884), which has the merit of
being one of the first to pay
due attention to castle
earthworks, counterbalances
that merit by enunciating as a
fact a mere guess of his own,
which, as we shall afterwards
show, was absolutely devoid of
solid foundation. The scientific
study of English earthworks
may be said to have been
begun by General Pitt-Rivers in
the last quarter of the 19th
century; but we must not forget
that he described himself as a
pupil of Canon Greenwell,
whose careful investigations of
British barrows form such an
important chapter of
prehistoric archæology.
General Pitt-Rivers applied the
the-castles-of-south-west-wales

lessons he had thus learned to
the excavation of camps and
dykes, and his labours opened
a new era in that branch of
research. By accumulating an
immense body of observations,
and by recording those
observations with a minuteness
intended to forestall future
questions, he built up a
storehouse of facts which will
furnish materials to all future
workers in prehistoric
antiquities. He was too
cautious ever to dogmatise,
and if he arrived at
conclusions, he was careful to
state them merely as
suggestions. But his work
destroyed many favourite
antiquarian delusions, even
some which had been
cherished by very learned
writers, such as Dr Guest’s
theory of the “Belgic ditches”
of Wiltshire. A further
important step in the study of
earthworks was taken by the
late Mr I. Chalkley Gould, when
he founded the Committee for
Ancient Earthworks, and drew
up the classification of
earthworks which is now being
generally adopted by
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archæological writers. This
classification may be abridged
into (a) promontory or cliff
forts, (b) hill forts, (c)
rectangular forts, (d) moated
hillocks, (e) moated hillocks
with courts attached, (f) banks
and ditches surrounding
homesteads, (g) manorial
works, (h) fortified villages. To
be continue in this ebook
Jasper - Sara Elin Roberts
2017-05-17
Jasper, Earl of Pembroke, Duke
of Bedford, brother and uncle
of kings, was a central figure in
the Wars of the Roses, and the
Lancastrian claimant during
the reign of Edward IV. The
second son of Owen Tudor and
the widowed queen Katherine
of Valois, he was the halfbrother of Henry VI, who gave
him a prominent role at court.
As one of England’s major
nobles and a potential
successor to Henry, he was
seen as a threat by Yorkists. He
took part in the major battles
of the war, leading the
Lancastrian forces at
Mortimer’s Cross and
Tewkesbury. The tempestuous
politics in England meant that
the-castles-of-south-west-wales

he had to spend time in exile in
Brittany, taking his nephew,
Henry, with him. Under
Jasper’s influence, Henry
prospered and returned to
England to defeat Richard III at
the Battle of Bosworth, leading
to the establishment of the
Tudor dynasty. Despite his
important place in history,
Jasper has become the
forgotten kingmaker, neglected
by historians. This book is the
first full academic study of him,
drawing upon contemporary
sources from England, Wales
and France, and the wider
historiography to present a
detailed and superblyresearched biography.
Illustrations: 30 black-andwhite illustrations
Carmarthen Castle - Neil
Ludlow 2014-06-10
Carmarthen Castle was one of
the largest castles in medieval
Wales. It was also one of the
most important, in its role as a
centre of government and as a
Crown possession in a region
dominated by Welsh lands and
Marcher lordships. Largely
demolished during the
seventeenth century, it was
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subsequently redeveloped, first
as a prison and later as the
local authority headquarters.
Yet the surviving remains, and
their situation, are still
impressive. The situation
changed with a major
programme of archaeological
and research work, from 1993
to 2006, which is described in
this book. The history of the
castle, its impact on the region
and on Wales as a whole are
also examined: we see the
officials and other occupants of
the castle, their activities and
how they interacted with their
environment. Excavations at
the castle, and the artefacts
recovered, are described along
with its remaining
archaeological potential. This
book puts Carmarthen Castle
back at the heart of the history
of medieval Wales, and in its
proper place in castle studies
and architectural history, the
whole study combining to make
a major contribution to the
history of one of Wales’s great
towns.
The Castles of Britain and
Ireland - RODN CASTLEDEN
2013-07-04
the-castles-of-south-west-wales

To many, medieval castles are
the essence of Britain and
Ireland's fascinating past.
Immersed in history and
centuries old, each one tells a
story of Kings, Queens and
feuding lords; war and bloody
conflict; treason, revenge and
murder. In Castles of Britain
and Ireland, Rodney Castleden
weaves a fascinating and
detailed narrative of 115 of the
grandest and most historically
significant castles in the British
Isles, including Balmoral in
Scotland, Bunratty in Ireland,
Caernarfon in Wales and St
Michael's Mount in England. As
well as the details of the
construction, function, and
often the destruction of these
magnificent buildings, each
chapter also tells the human
stories behind these ancient
walls, with fascinating details
of everyday life within.
Gender, nation and conquest in
the high Middle Ages - Susan
M. Johns 2016-05-16
Nest of Deheubarth was one of
the most notorious women of
the Middle Ages, mistress of
Henry I and many other men,
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willed, object of one of the
most notorious
abduction/elopements of the
period and ancestress of one of
the most famous dynasties in
medieval Ireland, the
Fitzgeralds. This volume sheds
light on women, gender,
imperialism and conquest in
the Middle Ages. From it
emerges a picture of a woman
who, though remarkable, was
not exceptional, representative
not of a group of victims or
pawns in the dramatic
transformations of the high
Middle Ages but powerful and
decisive actors. The book
examines beauty, love, sex and
marriage and the
interconnecting identities of
Nest as
wife/concubine/mistress, both
at the time and in the centuries
since her death, when for
Welsh writers and other
commentators she has proved a
powerful symbol.
A Cumulative Bibliography
of Medieval Military History
and Technology, Update
2004 - Kelly DeVries
2004-12-01
This first update to the
the-castles-of-south-west-wales

Cumulative Bibliography of
Medieval Military History and
Technology (Brill, 2002)
includes additional entries for
the period before 2000 and
new entries for the period
2000-2002.
The Medieval Castle in
England and Wales - Norman J.
G. Pounds 1994
This original and pioneering
book examines the role of the
castle in the Norman conquest
of England and in the
subsequent administration of
the country. The castle is seen
primarily as an instrument of
peaceful administration which
rarely had a garrison and was
more often where the sheriff
kept his files and employed his
secretariat. In most cases the
military significance of the
castle was minimal, and only a
very few ever saw military
action. For the first time, the
medieval castle in England is
seen in a new light which will
attract the general reader of
history and archaeology as
much as the specialist in
economic and social history.
Greater Medieval Houses of
England and Wales, 1300-1500:
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Volume 2, East Anglia, Central
England and Wales - Anthony
Emery 1996
The second volume of a
massive, illustrated survey, the
first of its kind for 150 years.
A History of Wales from the
Earliest Times to the
Edwardian Conquest - Sir
John Edward Lloyd 1912
Welsh Castles - Adrian
Pettifer 2000
History of and gazetteer to all
surviving Welsh castles - the
majority 13c - arranged by
county, with full OS details.
A History of the Early
Medieval Siege, C. 450-1220
- Peter Fraser Purton 2009
Byblos, Lebanon: An early
twelfth-century crusader castle
with donjon. --Book Jacket.
The Medieval Castle in
Ireland and Wales - John R.
Kenyon 2003
This book contains essays
originating from the 1998
Castle Studies Group
Conference, held in Maynooth,
county Kildare, Ireland. The
book has been brought
together specifically to advance
research on castles and
the-castles-of-south-west-wales

fortifications in Ireland and
Wales.
The Castle at War in Medieval
England and Wales - Dan
Spencer 2018-03-15
In this highly readable and
groundbreaking book, the
‘story’ of the castle is
integrated into changes in
warfare throughout this period
providing us with a new
understanding of their role.
The Medieval Castles of Wales
- John R. Kenyon 2010-10-15
The March of Wales
1067-1300 - Max Lieberman
2018-06-15
A History of Wales - John
Edward Lloyd 2004
Anglo-Norman Castles Robert Liddiard 2003
Wide-ranging studies offer an
in-depth analysis of castlebuilding 11th - 12th centuries
and place castles within their
broader social and political
context.
South Wales - 1907
Y Cymmrodor - 1897
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The Rough Guide to Wales Catherine Le Nevez 2012-08-16
Full-colour throughout, The
Rough Guide to Wales is the
ultimate guide to this beautiful
country. With 30 years
experience and our trademark
'tell it like it is' writing style,
Rough Guides cover all the
basics with practical, on-theground details, as well as
unmissable alternatives to the
usual must-see sights. At the
top of your list and guaranteed
to get you value for money,
each guide also reviews the
best accommodation and
restaurants in all price
brackets. We know there are
times for saving, and times for
splashing out. In The Rough
Guide to Wales: - Over 50
colour-coded maps featuring
every listing - Area-by-area
chapter highlights - Top 5
boxes - Things not to miss
section Make the most of your
trip with The Rough Guide to
Wales. Now available in ePub
format.
About South West Wales David Williams 2007-01-01
Arweinlyfr o safon yn y gyfres
About Wales. Mae'n cynnig
the-castles-of-south-west-wales

nodiadau ar dreftadaeth
Cymru, diwylliant, a
digwyddiadau; ceir ynddo
wybodaeth a ffotograffau ar
amgueddfeydd, orielau, cestyll,
lleoedd hanesyddol, atyniadau,
cerdd, a gwyliau llên. Ceir
gwybodaeth cyswllt hefyd,
mapiau manwl a chyngor ar ble
i letya a bwyta. -- Cyngor
Llyfrau Cymru
Domination and Conquest - R.
R. Davies 1990-06-29
This book, a revised and
extended version of Professor
Davies's 1988 Wiles Lectures,
explores the ways in which the
kings and aristocracy of
England sought to extend their
domination over Ireland,
Scotland and Wales in the
twelfth and thirteenth
centuries. It analyses the
mentalities of domination and
subjection - how the English
explained and justified their
pretensions and how native
rulers and societies in Ireland
and Wales responded to the
challenge. It also explains how
the English monarchy came to
claim and exercise a measure
of 'imperial' control over the
whole of the British Isles by the
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end of the thirteenth century,
converting a loose domination
into sustained political and
governmental control. This is a
study of the story of the AngloNorman and English
domination of the British Isles
in the round. Hitherto
historians have tended to
concentrate on the story in
each country - Ireland,
Scotland and Wales individually. This book looks at
the issue comparatively, in
order to highlight the
comparisons and contrasts in
the strategies of domination
and in the responses of native
societies.
Castles and Fortifications of
Wales - Alan Phillips
2013-09-26
The fascinating story of the
buildings that have helped to
defend Wales throughout its
history from the Iron Age to the
twentieth century.
The Castles of Edward I in
Wales 1277–1307 - Christopher
Gravett 2012-10-20
In 1277 Edward I gathered a
huge army and marched into
Wales to subdue the rebel
Welsh princes. A key part of his
the-castles-of-south-west-wales

strategy was to erect a castle
wherever his army rested. This
title takes a detailed look at the
design, development and
principles of defence of these
Welsh castles, documenting
daily life within their walls and
the historical events that took
place around them. Focusing
on key sites, it highlights the
varied castle designs ranging
from fortifications based on
French models to the defences
inspired by Constantinople,
and is illustrated with eight
pages of full-colour illustrations
and cutaway artwork.
The Medieval Castles of Wales
- John R. Kenyon 2010
This fascinating new book
presents visitors with details of
over 90 medieval castles of
Wales, highlighting some of the
most historic and captivating
sites in Britain.
South Wales - Great Western
Railway (Great Britain) 1924
Castles of Wales - John Davis
2022-04-30
In 1277, Llywelyn ap Gruffudd,
Prince of Gwynedd, met with
Edward I of England in
Aberconwy to finalise a treaty
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that would change the fate of
both nations. His hand forced
by Edwards invasion earlier
that year, Llywelyns
acceptance of the terms
confirmed not only short-term
peace but also that the rule of
Wales would pass to Edward on
his death. To augment his
rising dominance, the English
king embarked on a building
project that saw the rise of
some of the most recognisable
fortresses in Europe. Quite
literally, an Iron Ring of
castles. Even before the
construction of Edwards
infamous Iron Ring, castles
were by no means rare in
Wales. Both before and
simultaneous to William the
Conquerors establishment of
timber and stone fortresses in
the south and borderlands, a
process continued by many of
his descendants, native
structures also existed. Though
often more palatial than
protective, such constructions
proved decisive to the ongoing
wars and were often chosen as
sites for future castles. Just as
had been the case in England,
the story of the castle crosses
the-castles-of-south-west-wales

many centuries. Many began as
Roman forts, whereas others
date from more modern times.
While many are now romantic
ruins, others remain cherished
family homes, if not hotels or
museums. By adopting an
identical approach to that seen
in Castles of England, the
purpose of this book is to throw
light on the stories behind
them. For as long as there have
been castles in Wales, there
have been mysteries within
their walls. Murders that
remain unsolved, treasures
unfound, prisoners left to rot in
the darkest pits and valiant
warriors whose heroic deeds
have become a cherished part
of the Welsh identity. From
blood-soaked heroes to longlost legends, despotic pirates to
wailing hags, Castles of Wales
offers a fresh investigation into
many of its fascinating
fortresses. No country has
more castles per square mile
than Wales. Even today, there
are more than 200 to be
enjoyed. Inspired by such a
rich tapestry of tales, this book
provides an essential
introduction to the nation many
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regard as The Land of
Castles.
Welsh Castle Builders - John
Marshall 2022-12-31
The Edwardian castles of north
Wales were built by a Savoyard
master mason, but also by
many other artisans from
Savoy. What is more
extraordinary, is that the
constables of Flint, Rhuddlan,
Conwy and Harlech were also
Savoyards, the Justiciar and
Deputy Justiciar at Caernarfon
were Savoyards and the head
of the English army leading the
relief of the sieges of Flint and
Rhuddlan was a future Count
of Savoy. The explanatory story
is fundamentally of two men,
the builder of castles, Master
James of St George and
Justiciar Sir Othon de
Grandson, and the relationship
of these two men with King
Edward I. But it is also the
story of many others, a story
that begins with the marriage
of Alianor de Provence to
Edward’s father, Henry III, and
the influx of her kinsmen to
England, such as Pierre de
Savoie. It is impossible to
understand the development of
the-castles-of-south-west-wales

the castles in north Wales
without an understanding of
the Savoyards, where they
came from and their impact on
English and Welsh history. The
defining work of Arnold Taylor
in exploring the Savoyard
history of Welsh castles is now
many years past, and mostly
out of print, it is time for the
story to be revisited and
expanded upon, in the light of
new evidence.
South Wales - British
Railways 1905
The Revolt of Owain Glyn Dwr R. R. Davies 1997-02-20
Owain Glyn Dwr is arguably
the most famous figure in the
history of Wales. His revolt
(1400-1409) was the last major
Welsh rebellion against English
rule. It established a measure
of unity such as Wales had
never previously experienced
and generated a remarkable
vision of Wales as an
independent country with its
own native prince, its own
church, and its own
universities. In the event,
Owain's rebellion was defeated
or, perhaps more correctly,
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burnt itself out. But Owain
himself was not captured; and
soon after his death he became
a legendary hero among the
Welsh people. In more recent
times he has come to be
regarded as the father of
modern Welsh nationalism.
Written by one of Britain's
leading medieval historians,
this book will appeal to those
who are fascinated by national
heroes in all periods. It is also
of particular interest to those
who are intrigued by this most
famous movement in the
history of Wales, and by the
remarkable man who led the
rebellion.
The Rise and Fall of Owain
Glyn Dwr - Gideon Brough
2017-01-30
The subject of this compelling
biography, Owain Glyn Dwr is
one of the great figures of
Welsh and military history.
Initially a loyal subject of the
king of England, he reluctantly
took up arms against the
Crown he had served. Once
committed to rebellion, he
proved surprisingly talented at
leading rebel troops against a
theoretically vastly superior
the-castles-of-south-west-wales

enemy. Gideon Brough reveals
that Owain was more than just
a warrior: he conceived and
implemented a strategy which
saw his small, poorly-equipped
forces repeatedly defeat Crown
troops and bring down the
apparatus of governance in
Wales. Following these
achievements, he held native
parliaments and established
diplomatic contact with
surrounding powers. This led
to a treaty with France, after
the conclusion of which, he
welcomed French forces to
Welsh soil to campaign with
the rebels. In brief, Owain
erected a rebel state and won
international recognition, as
the book soinsightfully shows.
It later reflects on how Owain's
foreign support was fractured
by the intrigues of
exceptionally talented English
diplomats at work in the
French court and the
subsequent creation of an
environment which allowed
Crown forces to concentrate on
defeating the rebellion in
Wales. Brough very effectively
argues that, although
ultimately unsuccessful, Owain
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emerges from the era as a
gifted and honourable leader,

the-castles-of-south-west-wales

giving the Welsh a figure
commonly recalled as a hero.
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